Abstract
INTRODUCTION
The emergence of effective communications networks has changed how people connect, how business is done, and how military forces operate. Everyone seems to understand this: global networks are changing every aspect of life. But do we understand how these networks themselves are changing? The Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory (JHU/ APL) has been exploring the transformation of a global network ecology from what was seen as a communications medium to a truly social environment, with emphasis upon the potential impact of this transformation on research organizations and military operations. This social environment is a new human place where people meet, interact, and do business. The pace of development-or the rate of "track-laying," to use a benchmark image from the Industrial Revolution-suggests the emergence of a mature Infosphere Ecosystem within 20 years. For military forces, this not only enhances traditional military operations but becomes, potentially, a new arena of operations, even of battle.
1 The significant element of this hypothesis is the potential for this new place in cyberspace to grow into the focal center of human activity and global business and, by extension, into the decisive theater of future military operations. We call this place the Infosphere.
This report explores how the Infosphere might evolve, how its development might affect military operations, how the Navy in particular might be affected, and, finally, how Defenserelated research and development institutions like JHU/APL could be affected. Appendix B looks at some of JHU/APL's Infosphere activities.
This report makes no apologies for its breadth and sweep. It is impossible to talk about the big change the Infosphere brings to the Navy without talking about the big change the Infosphere brings to the whole Defense world. But big change, even in military societies and war, is just a small part of the change rippling through all society: the truly big change that the Infosphere potentially brings to our very reality. So the story of the Navy and the Infosphere is really three interlocking stories. These stories should be told together, beginning with the biggest first, because the story of how society changes has such potential impact on all aspects of the Defense community. Only then does it make sense to tell the story of how the Defense world might change, and then, finally, how the Navy might change.
It might seem simpler, perhaps, to jump right to the Navy story, but the Navy story makes no sense out of context; it looks like a fable or tall tale, and its real significance might inadvertently go unnoticed. Not catching it all risks missing what is really important. So bear with us.
WHAT IS THE INFOSPHERE?
The Infosphere is a shorthand for the fusion of all the world's communications networks, databases, and sources of information into a vast, intertwined, and heterogeneous tapestry of electronic interchange. 2 The global fusion of networks changes the character of each individual network. Networks will no longer serve simply as the medium through which people in different places can communicate, enhancing their in situ activities. The global fusion of networks creates a network ecologyliterally, a place in which people can gather and do business. People will be able to conduct their activities increasingly in the global network ecology 3 -the Infosphere.
The Infosphere is a shorthand for the fusion of all the world's communications networks, databases, and sources of information into a vast, intertwined, and heterogeneous tapestry of electronic interchange.
The Infosphere has the potential to gather people and knowledge together in one place. This is what makes the Infosphere so compelling. The place itself is not "real," meaning that it is not part of our normal, physical world. Operating in the Infosphere is disconcerting today, but people accept its alien environment because it offers tremendous advantages. It gives people the ability to meet anywhere, anytime. It gives people access to information from everywhere, all the time. And people can meet in groups, talk, trade, and decide things, just like they do in situ. The difference is that they are not site-bound.
Business transactions and financial exchange are already migrating to the Infosphere. It is poised to become the new global marketplace. People well-equipped to enter the Infosphere today are finding that they can do business there while dramatically reducing onsite overhead, happily pruning business travel, and exponentially expanding customer geography. Economic advantage is driving the evolution of the Infosphere. 4 Capital expansion and competitive awareness means that, in the near future, most enterprises in the developed world will be doing business in the Infosphere. As the Infosphere becomes essential to enterprise, it will become essential to most people as well. But people will not make the Infosphere a part of their lives simply because it is business. It must also be ratified in the life of society.
Creating societies through business enterprise is the decisive factor in the Infosphere's current development. Enterprises are taking their WANs and LANs and moving them into the ecology of the Internet. Call this the transcendence of the network, pulling the "office" into the Infosphere. New "intranet" cultures are evolving. Compartmentalized corporate societies are dynamically reconnecting with themselves and, in turn, with the wide world through the relational technology metaphors constantly being created for the World Wide Web. This means that from coffee mess to corporate plaza the new meeting ground of each corporate community will migrate from office places to intranet/extranet places. People will find they do business more effectively in the intranet and that they feel closer to their firms, their office-mates now in the ether. The first real communities begin here.
A replacement for the industrial-era ethos will be ratified through social relationships in Infosphere enterprise. This leading edge effect in cultural adaptation is not new. It was, in fact, integral to how American society adapted to the industrial big change. What happened then, and what should happen now, is that microbehaviors, values, and norms established and ratified in business enterprise will be melded into a template for the value system of an Infospherecentered society. Business is the conveyor, not the creator-our core cultural values are embedded in our societies of enterprise-and it is a powerfully effective conveyor of values in the American ethos. In the American experience, the establishment of norms by business is the path most accepted by Americans. The way to legitimacy for new social patterns in American life will be found in Infosphere enterprise. 5 The human migration to the Infosphere represents an historical shift in several senses of significance. It is a true movement of human society to a new place, much like the colonizing of the New World, while still connected to the old. It is thus a migration from, but in addition to, the in situ and material patterns of all human relationships to something very different and more complex. This means a migration from long familiar patterns of culture. Human culture has always adapted to fit new environments. The change is often as difficult as it is exhilarating, because it involves discarding many cherished and familiar ways of life. But it is also ultimately comforting, because the high stakes we see in making the change work motivate us to find ways to preserve what is really important to us.
Peoples' migration to an alien environment requires a shift in social patterns and spirit. The Infosphere seems to be about technology; people are still taught that the Infosphere is a communications network. Then they discover, on entering, that it is really a place-a place for them. Like any human place, architecture does not make a place, people do. The migration of people to the Infosphere depends in part on people seeing it as important to their life and work. But their willing migration also depends on people seeing it as a human place that is comfortable, familiar, and social. When people collectively reach this crest of recognition, their migration will quickly bring all of us to a cultural watershed. That is when the Infosphere will become suddenly central to the life of society.
The Infosphere changes us through a strange blending of technology and culture-strange, but not alien. We think of technology as something apart from us, as creating discrete artifacts that we put to use. But the Infosphere is not discrete; it is potentially all-encompassing. Technology's network ecology brings fundamental change to us. But we do the changing; we will decide what we want to be in the Infosphere. And the Infosphere is perhaps the most plastic, the most moldable yet of all human places. Advances in processing, networking, and delivering will allow us to extend and enrich the world of the Infosphere easily, without mortar and brick and building permits. And it is important to note that the Infosphere exists today, however primitive it feels to some. It exists because the mesh of network technologies, processing, operating, and data systems has expanded and matured to the point of beginning to create a place we can enter.
"Place" is essential to understanding the change. Big changes in human life-the emergence of cities and the Industrial Revolution-are expressed through a new web of social relationships and social meaning that themselves are expressed and understood within the metaphor of a new human place. The new tools build the new place, but what really changes is human society. 6 So the hypothesis that our new tools, information technology, are building a new place-the Infosphere-is consistent with the patterns and process of periodic historical shifts in human life.
INFOSPHERE AS BIG CHANGE
Pursuing this human migration, and the things that make it move, inevitably brings us to thinking about earlier great migrations. The emergence of the Infosphere suggests an historical shift, a fundamental change in human life on the scale of the Industrial Revolution. This change is so encompassing that it sweeps up all subcultures in society, including military societies, as well as affects how those subcultures do business. This overwhelming process needs to be explicitly described, because military societies today tend to see their path to the future as somewhat separate, even compartmentalized, from changes in the larger society and spirit of the age. The exact opposite rules in times of big change. Military societies and war itself get swept up in the totality of the big change.
The Industrial Revolution of the 19th century is a good reference point for showing how big change moves through society and, eventually, military society. We remember that transformation in life as the arrival of new artifacts, what we today like to call "technology." But these artifacts were simply a tool set that came to us all at once. The revolution was in how people put these new tools to work. Rails and steam were used to transform society. And transformation came, not from a single-minded plan but from the creation of a new social environment. Technology's tools created a new human place, and when people migrated to this new place, they changed not only how they lived but also how they saw themselves and how they related to others.
The creation of a new human social environment was the essential, central feature of the Industrial Revolution. The driving technology element of that transformation was the railroad. The railroad was more than a simple transportation or communications system; it quickly became a living network of people. Railroads made possible a new human organization built around industrial cities-the hubs-served and sustained by the rail network.
One dominant social element, set first by early 19th century British society, was a cultural eagerness to take advantage of the economic opportunities of this network. Equally critical to the interaction of technology and society in creating a new human place was the willingness of ordinary people to migrate to the new industrial cities and endure the hardships there, because of the expectations that it would lead to a better life. Technological possibility and human aspiration worked in concert.
The fact of big change, combined with people's receptivity to it, ultimately created a pattern for change in civilian society. This pattern of social adaptation, which included changes in society's major public and private institutions, also came to include two of its most celebrated public organizations: the army and the navy. Whether we look at what happened in Britain or France or Germany or the U.S. or Japan, the pattern is unmistakable; military relationships and organizational patterns in the industrial era came to mirror similar new patterns in business and in public institutions. 7 • Command structures and military management were modeled on the new business corporations. The Army and Navy reforms of the Progressive Era consciously borrowed from the management style and business practice of America's dominant industrial corporations.
• Military social organization quickly moved away from its traditional, familial pattern of identity and relationship-the way of life immortalized by John Ford movies as the U.S. Cavalry post on the Western frontierto an operational structure that more closely resembled that of the modern factory.
• The national mobilization frenzy that swept the European powers at the beginning of this century soon entranced American military thought. 8 But this idea of mobilizing had little in common with the Levee en Masse of the Napoleonic Era or the American native tradition of the Militia as nation-in-arms. Rather, it spoke to the industrial vision of society organized around mass constituencies that could be orchestrated by command authority from above.
Today's big change may look very different from the transformations of the industrial era, but two aspects of it may come to look very familiar:
• People are migrating to new places because of the interaction of technology and society.
• Military societies are already sharing and reflecting the ways that a larger society is adapting to the change.
THE PATH OF EVOLUTION
The next change to consider is the actual way we get from here to there: the path of evolution. Military societies should recognize that where they will end up will to a large extent be determined by where American (even world) society ends up. Part of our problem today in confronting this path is a vision of the future leashed to today's agent of change. But today's change agent is merely the dominant force during this particular phase of a larger historical process of change. The path of evolution is really a series of steps, marked by distinct time periods, when a characteristic change agent dominates the scene. Today's change agent is of course the Internet, and so we see change made by the Internet, and where the Internet is taking us, as the change itself. But it is only the change agent for this phase of the Infosphere evolution.
Instead of the Internet as the instrument of our transformation (the counterpart of the railroad back then), the Internet, which to most means the World Wide Web, is only the first Infosphere iteration, an embryo. Its main historical role will be seen as having created the network foundation for the Infosphere. This is an important distinction to make because the Internet is merely an enhancement to our lives, a supplement. It cannot serve as the agency of social transformation because its technology base is too limited, but it leads the way to the transformation.
There is a useful historical precedent that illustrates what the Internet means to big change. Before the railroad ever appeared, Britain already possessed a unique stagecoach/turnpike network that tied the country together. Hundreds of stagecoaches left London daily, and all parts of Britain could be reached in timelines reckoned in hours. 9 This made late-18th century patterns of life better-better than any other place in the world -but did not fundamentally change those patterns. The stages moved people and post but not big cargoes. It created a national network but it was limited. But it did do three things:
• It successfully tested and validated a new network concept-rapid, reliable, scheduled national travel.
• Its success helped create a new market for this network; people now wanted to travel (it had been arduous and dangerous before) and could base much of their business on written correspondence. • This desire created a real surge in demand which, in turn, pushed technology developments that make the next networkthe railroad-possible.
And the railroad then proceeded to change everything. The Internet today is doing the same three things. Like the late 18th century British stagecoach network, the Internet started primarily as a people-to-people connection. It began as a single, government-sponsored "backbone" for communication between the professional elitethe ARPANET. It evolved into an extended set of online "lifestyle communities" among members who were already participating professionally in the Internet.
10 E-mail became an explosive phenomenon, and billions of messages are now sent over the net.
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But also like the stagecoach net, the Internet is showing the way to business-the equivalent of the "big cargoes" that the railroad net would soon haul as routine. An important insight should be that the Internet will evolve into the Infosphere as it becomes a primary place of business.
We are witnessing the rapid emergence of serious business activity on the Internet. It is this activity, the creation of enterprise environments, that will drive the evolution of the Infosphere and make it the next human place.
Stages of Infosphere Evolution. Phase 1: Business Drives Growth
Business enterprise is the force currently driving the evolution of the Infosphere. Before it was the Infosphere, it was the Internet, and its original driving force was military-strategic. The earliest progenitor of the Infosphere was the ARPANET, created by the Defense Department's Advanced Research Projects Agency. The Internet quickly grew beyond its original academic-military membership but remained an elitist network exclusively until the creation of the World Wide Web. The Web phase of the Infosphere's evolution was short but decisive. The Web itself had little quantifiable economic value, but it was wildly addicting. Demand for Web use drove Internet expansion from single backbone to a global network ecology. This laid the foundation for the Infosphere.
The Infosphere, as we are using that concept, began when a significant amount of business enterprise began migrating there to do business. The year was 1997. The process, gathering momentum month by month, can be summarized with almost elegant simplicity:
The process began with the development of client-server networks designed to wire individual office environments, usually in situ. Over time, wider area networks emerged, but these were still closed networks, tying together an enterprise in pristine isolation.
Along came the World Wide Web, which immediately offered a new venue for enterprise to advertise to the world. Companies rushed to present themselves on the Web, establishing thousands upon thousands of corporate web sites. Then they discovered that the Web was a good way to network themselves; utilizing the Web allowed a distributed office environment with unlimited interconnections within an enterprise or institution. So corporate networks began to migrate to the Internet.
Then, suddenly, people saw how companies on the net could reach out and do business outside their intranet environment, by opening the intranet up and making it an extranet. The development of extranets means that these emerging corporate "worlds" can now connect with each other and with individual clients and customers.
This model of Infosphere evolution has three aspects that make it different from the railroadbuilding era. • What is forming can be seen as a network ecology. As enterprises network with each other, the demand for business-to-business and people-to-business transaction capacity will grow. But this is fundamentally different from the earlier railroad network because the Infosphere's architecture fosters inhabitation, where the Infosphere becomes in itself a human or social ecosystem. It is at that historical moment that it ceases to be simply a network for communication and exchange, but becomes a place of business and human gathering in its own right. The Infosphere's societal evolution will tend to develop patterns of behavior that grow out of business relationships on the net. Business itself will begin to depart from relational frameworks originally established for in situ enterprise environments and will reshape, perhaps even recast, social relationships on the basis of business conducted in a nongeographic, nonphysical, and yet universally accessible environment.
Business will drive the Infosphere's social evolution because it is the serious engine of the new economy being created there. The prevailing patterns of social interaction and relationships will be tied to business development and use of the Infosphere. This is not to say that there are not other, equally important, venues for social and interpersonal development of the Infosphere. These include perhaps the most famous early experiments in social exchange in cyberspacethe online community. And this is not to say that there will not be other drivers eventually of equal or greater force.
The emergence of powerful Internet gateways, or portals, as they are known in the business, suggests that the real affinity in online community may be in shopping. eBay is a tantalizing example of an Internet community built around barter. The sense of belonging, of membership, flows from affinity through economic transaction: people are buying and trading goods from people like them. Consumer affinity can be enhanced by entertainment affinity (where people have fun with people like them) and news affinity (where people get news from and chat with people like them). The portal companies right now are driving the Internet in this direction just as fast as they can, perhaps rightly sensing a gigantic marketplace. Hence, not so surprisingly, the heady wave in the NASDAQ.
A special piece to the social evolution of the new marketplace is the wild popularity of gaming networks, where groups of players explore worlds of fantasy and fight monstersor each other!-across this widest area network of all. The millions of young people hooked on online gaming are building social inhabitation in the Infosphere. They are the future inhabitants of this marketplace, and they already live there. 12 Betting on this future explains some of the wild rocketing of Internet stocks.
• Enterprise work relationships, management, and business effectiveness will all be closely watched as a potential foundation for how society as a whole might change its ways to work successfully in the Infosphere. • New relational patterns will be vested with society-wide authority by their success in the world of enterprise. This means that social norms that work in business will tend to become norms widely accepted and validated throughout society.
• What defines success will be thinking and behaviors that use the new, Infosphere economy to fullest advantage to find jobs faster, to do jobs more effectively, and then move on, building the enterprise all the way.
And this means, in anthropological/ sociological terms, building a replacement for the industrial-era ethos through the demonstrable effectiveness of social relationships in enterprise. This leading edge effect in cultural adaptation is not new. It was, in fact, integral to how American society adapted to the industrial big change. What happened then-and what should happen now-is that micro-behaviors, values, and norms established and ratified in business enterprise will aggregate and become in time the explicit basis for the value system of the larger society.
Here is a suggestion as to what three of the new watchwords that sum up Infosphere social norms, values, and behaviors might be:
• team-flexibility, openness, less hierarchy • task-organizational fluidity, responsiveness, cross-enterprise • trust-work relationships based on shared value code 13 What sociologists would call an emerging Infosphere ethos will develop its sense of cultural identity in a new place, adding to its own sense of authenticity and "specialness." The Infosphere's ability to successfully foster a new business culture is critically dependent on the establishment of a sense of shared participation It should be of supreme interest that this frenzy of development is fueled by business, that peoples' sense of social affinity even seeks out a business-market place. This is why business enterprise has been such a driver in the American ethos, because business is at the heart of how and why Americans congregate, what they do when they get together, and how they think of themselves. This truth assumes even greater importance because the U.S., after all, is the prime creator and driver of the developing Infosphere. As other cultures engage more extensively in the network world of the Infosphere, other existential cultural factors, like religion, still the driver of many societies, will contend for space and the right to define the new place.
American business, however, will create the social norms and behavioral templates for the first Infosphere era. This is how they might play out:
The millions of young people hooked on online gaming are building social inhabitation in the Infosphere.
and belonging in a new setting, environment, or place.
We must underscore again the intrinsically American nature of initial Infosphere cultural evolution. The Infosphere is absolutely global and, eventually, American cultural dominance may recede. We cannot know whether U.S.-established cultural norms will be enshrined as global cultural norms or simply come to represent one of several contending Infosphere ideologies. This outcome, of course, suggests that the Infosphere, as a human place, brings with it all the baggage of all human places, especially the clash of cultures-Us vs. Themthat has been at the heart of all human conflict through history.
The Infosphere's ability to evoke a sense of place is dependent on major, net-global bandwidth expansion. But once it is established, the Infosphere's sense of place becomes an enabler of social migration: the new environment supports a new venue of human activity and, inevitably, a new ethos.
wide-open and informal world of early cyberspace will be replaced by a new web of human arrangements we call civilization: the civic structures of the new place. But in a human ecology without geography, what kind of civic and governing arrangements will we make for ourselves? We describe three notional paths that effort to organize might take. They are not meant to illustrate actual future histories but, rather, to show possible contending dynamics in the evolution of a future world system. This emerging Infosphere raises a new world system but it is fragmented and divided, the Infosphere itself a set of separate places, including inaccessible or controlled national intranets. Infosphere space realigns essentially into two camps: the smaller, led by the U.S., is more open, believing in free people and free The Infosphere's ability to evoke a sense of place is dependent on major, netglobal bandwidth expansion.
First

Stages of Infosphere Evolution. Phase 2: Governance Shapes the Infosphere
New human places do not organize simply; a new environment and new situational factors are mixed with governing elements carried forward from the old place. There is no such thing as a clean sheet in human culture. As the Infosphere matures and becomes more important in our lives, it will become more and more important to traditional governing authorities also. Traditional governing institutions will seek to extend themselves into the Infosphere, and a new world system, somehow, will root there. For these problems to hit with such force, several things would need to happen soon:
• A major rift between the U.S. and the European Union, perhaps surrounding Y2K, or the conversion to the Euro, or a major break with the U.S. over basic taxation and encryption regimes.
• An about-face by the U.S. Government on taxes and regulation of the Internet. This could mean, for example, that FBI moves to counter potential terrorism and organized crime via the network lead to a perception of pervasive surveillance of American citizens, effectively chilling Net gathering. Or this could mean a decision to create an Internet tax regime that would be equally effective in chilling Net commerce.
• A mishandling of how bandwidth and services are delivered to the consumer, where regulatory barriers stifle competition and price broadband out of the reach of most Americans.
This is the most constrained Infosphere future that we discuss; in fact, one could argue whether it is really a global Infosphere at all. In many ways, it has remained only an Internet: it allows people to do research, talk to each other, and have fun, much like today, but the system has stopped short of becoming a global marketplace. Nor does it offer anything like "universal access."
Second Notional Path: A highly regulated, U.S./G-7 managed Infosphere
This variant, which we call the Global Information Infrastructure (GII), 16 describes what might be created by the very steady hand of a world consortium: an international organization emerging from the GII. This environment both benefits from, and is limited by, government regulation. The regulatory regime itself is something of a triumph for traditional nation states and the old, Cold War ideal of an enlightened international system. The GII Infosphere could be described as a G-7 consortium. It is led by the U.S., but its regulatory spirit is more European and Japanese. It achieves, not surprisingly, the most stable and consistent system development. But stability comes at the expense of creativity and liberty. Initiatives not officially approved are forbidden. The U.S. (unquestioned leader of the world consortium) is also the world's unquestioned, almost Olympian policeman. And its authority beat-now that the global economy and its knowledge gather there-is not just cyberspace, but everywhere. But challenges to U.S. authority and the established system come not from the margins, but from the center, and the challenge is not foreign, but domestic.
The GII is instantly recognizable to any Cold Warrior; indeed, it is the Free World alliance catapulted into the Infosphere. But what is its strength is also its weakness. The Free World alliance against the Soviet Empire and its allies drew its authority from the threat the Soviets posed to our collective survival itself. Western electorates allowed their regimes heightened state control during the time of danger. Continuing exercise of this same kind of regulatory control would make for a smoothly coordinated regime in the Infosphere. However, in the absence of a legitimizing external threat, it could soon lack authority among its own people.
Electorates afraid of the unraveling of the welfare state might accept controls on Infosphere liberty if the comforts of the welfare state were also protected in the Infosphere. 17 In Europe especially, but not just in Europe, state authority to regulate the Infosphere would be sustained by fearful electoral majorities.
But only majorities. Dynamic groups driving Infosphere development are angered by the GII. Many who committed themselves to a new world that would shake off the controls of industrial life begin to find themselves back in an old world that has merely migrated to a digital landscape. These builders of the new are not afraid of the fall of the welfare state; many of them would welcome it. And if many of them fought earnestly in the technology trenches of the Cold War, they see no reason why Cold War authority should continue to be exercised over Americans.
Specifically, they resist the intrusive state surveillance that the regime believes is required to police the net. They resist strongly what they see as a threat to basic liberty in the restraint of speech and congregation and contract. And they are ready to rebel at the prospect of the kind of law enforcement and punishment codified in the GII regulations. We might imagine these Infosphere rebels to be strongest right here in the U.S., where traditions of citizen independence, not to mention Infosphere expertise, are strongest. But such a rebellion could soon spread to Europe and Japan.
The problem with the GII is that for it to work, it must effectively assert a global regulatory regime-what many might find a kind of digital tyranny. Hallowed law enforcement traditions tuned to a physical universe quickly break down in a nonmaterial place where anyone can meet anyone, anytime. Patrolling cyber streets, it becomes clear, can only be effective if it is much more intrusive and if police powers are greatly expanded. But exercise of these powers would alienate the most dynamic and creative people in the new Infosphere.
Majority support of a regulated environment in cyberspace is ultimately less important than the support of those who make it run: the Infosphere's builders and users. To the extent that they actively resist the GII regime, the regime begins to delegitimate itself. Creating what amounts to a Singapore in cyberspace, especially in America, might produce a political backlash that could embed rebel factions within the group of nation states running the GII (the G-7). This possibility suggests that this Infosphere, even though it appears orderly and secure on the surface, would intrinsically be at war with itself. Thus, real safety and security would be under persistent low-level attack, with the added irony that terrorism in this situation would equate to political rebellion by its own citizens.
Third Notional Path: An uncontrolled, self-organizing Infosphere ecology
This variant, which we call Byte City, 18 represents a truly liberated, or at least uncontrolled, cyberspace ecology, most likely if enterprise and entrepreneurs continue to dominate the Infosphere as they do today. In one sense, it plays out the arguments of those who started it all; it is revolution through extreme libertarian altruism. All of their theories of how this new world will leave the industrial world's structures of control in the dust, creating a better place, can be put to the test. In another sense, this variant offers a chance to explore what a complex, unregulated human system might come to look like. So the phrase, "complex systems" is meant here to be suggestive, following current schools of thought, of how an initially chaotic human system might come eventually to self-organize, to order itself. But it is also assumed here that the creative force in this elusive process keeps coming out of the U.S. This implies the most challenging [cyber-]terrain for American-national, or tribal?-military operations. As the creator not only of the Infosphere but also of its highly open regime, the U.S. must attempt to keep its own desired, but fragile, openness workable in an environment that seems to run on its chaos and conflict.
Byte City (they would proclaim in virtuous contrast) shows us how humanity, guided and encouraged by a truly transparent marketplace, can liberate itself. The "oppressive" social structures of the industrial world, as the "digirati" would put it, so necessary to an economy of mass production, will not be overthrown; they will simply no longer be needed. Ideas about Byte City's social evolution unwittingly, and metaphorically, mimic recent scientific thinking about human evolution (especially the school called sociobiology). The existential assumption of the digirati is that the transparent environment of Byte City, like some open market of the soul, will squeeze out all deceit and deception in human relations. Able to see everything, able to hide nothing, means that people will behave truthfully and responsibly at all times-or suffer the (completely public) consequences. So true selfcontrol replaces artificial control from above. Apparent chaos, real order; more civility, actual democracy. in living; the real Byte City might look more like old myths from the American West-like Tombstone or "Boom Town."
Perspective
The Byte City environment thus offers a chance to explore what a complex, unregulated human system might come to look like in cyberspace. Problems in the Maxed-Out World Wide Web result from old authorities creating obstacles in the Infosphere's development. Problems in the GII tend to emerge from state regimes' attempts to regulate human activity in the Infosphere. Problems in Byte City come out of its inherent character-its chaos. Just as the control interventions in the GII are ultimately unworkable, so the chaos of Byte City is unsustainable. It is worth exploring the Byte City variant also for what it might tell us about how an initially chaotic human system might come eventually to self-organize and order itself.
These are not, however, like the H. G. Wells novel, intended as "The Shape of Things to Come." These three environments are not meant to suggest serious or complete glimpses of our future. What they try to capture are dynamic human energy surges that will inevitably vie to shape the character of an emerging Infosphere.
So don't think of these stories, global and "future" as they are, as "outcomes." They do not represent sequential environments, nor do they represent a spectrum of best, worst, and most likely. Each "out there" does show how key evolutionary factors can push and pull the Infosphere in very different directions. We need to understand just how different those directions could be.
The breathless building of the Infosphere is driven now by business. This is a phase that could last a decade and more. The formalization of the Infosphere, and the creation of a governable system, is the work of the next phase, which is predominantly civic and political in nature. The three alternative new world systems suggested But this is Byte City as its loudly professed "founders" would have it. Byte City would also represent the most complex human ecosystem, combining as it would all human societies in real time and virtual space. If this global social ecology evolves in the absence of traditional social controls, it might well resemble a complex system whose former order has unraveled. The idealized Byte City suggests a noble experiment Ideas about Byte City's social evolution unwittingly, and metaphorically, mimic recent scientific thinking about human evolution.
here also serve the purpose of reminding us that the next world system-in the Infosphere-will not necessarily hew to traditional models or even the cherished open paradigms of the digital revolutionaries.
We do know that a system is likely to emerge, and the mature Infosphere will have rules and governing contours like our terrestrial world system. In other words, it will be at some level a structured and formalized environment in which equally structured and formalized military activity can, and will, take place. But our thinking about future military activity remains rooted very much in what exists today, like our thinking about the Internet. That is why people talk about "the future of the Internet" rather than the emergence of something very different, like the Infosphere. People like to think of what exists as growing and changing, but it is difficult to imagine really new developments. So in this sense military people think about the impact of the Internet-and all networks-on war and military operations in much the same way that people think about the impact of the Internet on their way of life. Military thought now talks about "network centric warfare," as though this is the future of war. But as we have suggested with popular views about the Internet, it is only a step along the way.
INFOSPHERE VS. NETWORK CENTRIC WARFARE
The most advanced thinking in the U.S. Defense world recognizes the process of network migration, where people come to connect primarily in a network environment. They believe, therefore, that future war and military operations will be conducted in the network "ecology." The question is, "Is there a difference between these ideas, which are being discussed widely, and the ideas that we are presenting about the Infosphere, and how are they different?"
The Defense world imagines that someday it will be able to bring data and people together, to see the entire battlefield and control all operations from a shared network. This network is called the Grid. The Advanced Battlefield Information System (ABIS) represents an advanced official view of the future Defense Grid. Here is its definition:
• An "Information Environment," comprising a dynamic, adaptive set of mechanisms, services, facilities, and value-added functions that enable information and knowledge to be developed and exchanged among users and systems in support of their missions.
• Composed of federated systems and elements that can be configured and managed to suit the commander's needs.
• Can be projected globally to support multiple operational areas. 19 What is needed in this definition is the core truth itself: that the Defense Grid is itself an intranet-extranet that lives as a part of the global Internet. One of the leading thinkers in the Defense world today about these matters, Vice Admiral Arthur Cebrowski, understands this. He also understands that corporate enterprise is pioneering the use of an intranet-extranet paradigm to migrate their business to the Our assumption at root is that the impact of the Infosphere on military operations and Defense institutions is ultimately only a subset of the Infosphere's larger impact on society. This relationship holds true as well for almost all technology considerations, where the dominant Infosphere flow is from civilian to military.
The mature Infosphere will have rules and governing contours like our terrestrial world system.
Infosphere. He wants the Defense world to build its own interlocking set of intranets to apprehend and control the world of war the way that, say, WalMart controls the world of retailing or Deutsche Morgan Grenfell the world of securities trading. He talks explicitly about how there is a "shift from viewing actors as independent to viewing them as part of a continuously adapting ecosystem," 20 showing his understanding of migration ("shift") and human, social place ("ecosystem"). Using his vantage, we might amplify the ABIS definition, suitably updating it:
• An interwoven ecology of "information environments" that are adaptive and supportive enough to create a working social context for people operating in them so that people can do business in these environments much as they do in traditional, physical environments.
• Systems and elements in this ecology can be configured to bring together and support any group of people and any knowledge enterprise.
• This environmental ecology is global and interconnected.
But something is still missing. At its best, the Defense Grid, a network ecology of military intranet-extranets (the extranet part to connect with allies), remains simply military. Much of the thinking about this in the Defense world holds as an unexamined article of faith that it is by definition aloof and pristine. It is a closed system, the "Intersystem,"
21 created for Defense and the conduct of military operations, and thus separate from other networks. Only a few have begun to appreciate the impact of the larger network ecology on the Defense Grid.
Therefore, for much of the thought about network centric warfare, all military-operational activity is constrained to be contained within the Grid. However, the emerging Infosphere is following a pattern of evolution that will absorb the Defense Grid into its larger ecology. The Grid may still operate on its own terms, but it will not be able to operate without reference to the larger Infosphere environment. In fact, the actual situation this future Defense Grid may inhabit (living within an encompassing global network ecology) may make the Grid as currently conceived impossible. In other words, the path to the future described by "Network Centric Warfare" is absolutely correct; it simply hasn't yet gone far enough down the road.
We must add an important codicil to the third element of our definition:
• This environmental ecology is global and interconnected; no element within the Infosphere-not even military elementscan be truly separated from it. This point was made earlier about the impossibility of isolating the DII from the NII and GII. Here are some reasons why it has general and broad applicability:
• Client-Server Networks → → → → → Intranet → → → → → Extranet goes beyond the emerging idea of the Intersystem (the military's Infosphere), and how it is used evolves with the larger society. Business and societies' migration to the Infosphere creates a world in which the military's Infosphere is but a small piece, a compartment somewhat protected from, but completely fused to, the larger whole.
• Civilian social changes will be mirrored across the spectrum of military life and institutions and subcultures. A new business ethos means new, and broadly cast, social relationships, a new zeitgeist that permeates and infuses the ethos of military societies too.
• Integration of a developed Defense intranetextranet (a mature "Intersystem") into global Infosphere society also changes the day-today military environment; people are everywhere in the Infosphere, and military personnel live among this larger throng and are intimately connected individually to their larger place.
THE INFOSPHERE'S IMPACT ON MILITARY OPERATIONS?
Operating in an Open Battlespace
Remember, the Infosphere is a seemingly infinite digital ecosystem full of people, and it is an open system. Sure, people's homes and businesses are properly locked and the windows may have iron grills, but the streets are full of people. The Infosphere is like a city, not because it looks like an earthly city but because people live and work there in the same ways they have lived and worked in all earthly cities since Jericho. And military forces are right there too. No longer are soldiers stockaded in isolated posts; no longer are sailors truly at sea. The Defense world may inhabit its own wildly complex web of military intranets, but they will all be tissue-stitched, inevitably, to the larger digital ecosystem.
This means there will be no one-way extranet. What do we mean by this? Some have called for an "open Intersystem" while still defining "open" narrowly. There is a tendency to assume that the entire Intersystem would remain pristine, a military intranet of such size and structure that it would resemble the larger Internet but at the same time be at arms' length from it. 23 But the intranet → extranet evolution is equivalent to the creation of a true marketplace/bourse in cyberspace-an infinite public space. If the Defense world is to reach out and seek true, global situational awareness, it must establish itself in this place. As soon as it does this, it loses control of the terms of its interaction with people there.
And this also means there will be no assured control-as in situational awarenessno coup d'oeil. "Although we believe that our absolute mastery and dominance of today's battlefield will naturally evolve into comparable information-situation control, the Intersystem offers tools for a coup d'oeil, the ability of commanders to see and grasp a complex tableau of interacting forces." 24 There are, however, three basic problems with this expectation. First, there is too much to see: the complexity of the information mass itself will make it impossible to encompass the whole of the Infosphere, just as it is impossible to encompass the whole of human activity on earth. The difference between activity in the Infosphere and on earth is important for understanding Infosphere military operations, because earthly military operations are geographically bounded and limited. Military operations in the Infosphere, a place without geography, must take into account the entire digital ecosystem.
Military operations in the Infosphere, a place without geography, must take into account the entire digital ecosystem.
Second, others will eventually reach our level of info-effectiveness, recreating the offense-defense relationship that has characterized all human conflict environments.
Finally, human presence in the Infosphere is the ultimate complexity. People create an overlay of motivations, behaviors, and knowledge that is too complex to assess.
A corollary issue to operating in an totally open ecosystem will be an increasing reliance on commercial systems to support U.S. military, which may create real vulnerabilities. More and more software for American companies is developed abroad. What mischievous code could be embedded there? The consequences of booby-trapped software to U.S. military operations could be quite serious. Likewise, U.S. military communications services could be vulnerable to commercial preemption; that is to say, network services owned by foreign or multinational enterprises could decide, at a moment of crisis, to be unresponsive to military needs. Denial of military Infosphere connectivity could be compared to denial of air space by allies but is actually far more central to the core conduct of military operations everywhere. The centrality of the Infosphere to military life may require creation of a dedicated, if highly expensive, all-military network architecture. 25 The problem of the Infosphere is a doubleedged sword, benefiting not simply the U.S. but its adversaries as well. A mature, developed Infosphere environment offers subnational entities world-class C4I. 26 This single development would at one stroke change U.S. operational planning and its execution. Suddenly, military operations would be planned and would unfold as if in a fishbowl. All could observe, in real time or near-real time, elements of military planning and, perhaps, much of its execution, creating obvious opportunities for political and military counterattacks to be mounted.
Operating in an Open Human Place
The open architecture of the digital ecosystem also extends potentially to human social behavior there. People living and working in an environment that prizes transparency and access will be everywhere in the way of military activity. Military 27 This is because, in the digital ecosystem, military operations eventually, inevitably, get enmeshed in attacking and defending people-what they do, where they live, how they work-and the very structures of life itself.
And this raises another problem. Call it the "Wide-Open Town" problem. The global cyber city will bring all cultures and all governing authorities together in the same place, just as surely as it will bring together all people, knowledge, and business. Imagine the potential for constant conflict, all without boundary between anyone's old sense of "foreign" and "domestic." American military forces will likely be in a state of near-continuous operations throughout this environment, and not simply in discrete, targeted, protected little "frontline" niches like Bosnia or Haiti or Somalia. The blur of war and peace now extends beyond "unconventional," "peacekeeping," "antiterrorism"; it extends to a constant tempo of ongoing Infosphere operations. For analogies, think of a police department in a great, metropolitan city too chaotic to control-like Rio or Cairo; think of colonial administration in, say, the Congo Free State in 1900, with a few officers to cover a million square miles; or active, ongoing frontier operations, well below the threshold of war, but demanding and deadly -say, the Northwest Frontier of British India. Or just remember the Westerns you used to watch on TV as a kid and how so many took place in that "wide-open town," not yet really civilized, not yet a fit place to raise a family. That just might sum up the Infosphere in its coming, early days.
The Symbiosis of Physical and Cyber Operations
So far, it might make sense. But perhaps the hardest leap of faith required for thinking about military operations in an Infosphere-centered world is this: fighting simultaneously in both digital and material worlds. In fact, it is harder even than that: human activity in the digital ecosystem will be symbiotically intertwined with physical activity on earth. There are no "flash of recognition" analogies to help us think through how this digital-physical weave will actually work; it goes way beyond the telephone or E-mail, way beyond sharing data across a WAN or LAN. The overriding truth of the symbiosis means that breaking it becomes perhaps one of future war's most cherished goals. And the mesh of digital and physical also means that war, and the intense tempo of operations that we associate with 20th century combat, migrates along with us to the Infosphere.
• Evolution of a doctrine of "an initial period of Infosphere operations." War becomes a high-stakes' gambit for Infosphere control, with high-intensity Infosphere operations as a concept that might achieve the initial goal.
• Development of an "Infosphere defense suppression campaign." The strategic problem of an initial period of Infosphere operations has its tactical corollary: How to disable enemy defenses? Defense suppression in the Infosphere is not straightforward; it is not as smooth as a bolt from Olympus, or from today's infowarriors-stunning and singeing all before it in a world where the U.S. rules cyberspace.
• An evolving target-set. First stage, today, we think of the Infosphere as advancing our ability to hit physical targets; second stage, the physical nodes of the Infosphere; third stage, C4ISR of others in the Infosphere; fourth stage, the softer elements that support C4ISR, the civilian information network; fifth stage, the public square that is the Infosphere itself.
Military Societies Transformed
Does the evolution of a new business ethos in the context of a new economy or, in shorthand, a team-task-trust business paradigm, change military organization? Without trying to detail outcomes, some obvious changes might be suggested, such as a general leveling of authority and a necessary streamlining of command hierarchies. It will simply not be possible to maintain multiple layers of management and organization when they are absolutely unnecessary and, in fact, destroy battle efficiency. The Infosphere thus becomes a destroyer of intermediate levels of command. Familiar, even comfortable, command hierarchies will be brought down, for not only will they no longer be needed, they will actually and materially impede the conduct of operations. Command to front line will be direct, instantaneous, and secure: no intermediation required. The challenge then will be: What to do with all those mid-level jobs?
If the Infosphere encourages a new military environment in which war-peace operations are blurred even more than they are today and in which MOCUT operations are an inherent part of the total operations' environment, then severe consequences for personnel can be suggested too, such as These could lead to a conundrum that military societies, and the entire Defense world, must eventually face:
• If the military tries to stay big, then it will become increasingly vulnerable to the very world it must operate within.
• Does a military becoming small need to create an ethos separate from the rest of society if it is to keep military effectiveness?
AND THE IMPACT ON THE NAVY?
There is no doubt that moving toward the Infosphere will mean great leaps forward for the Navy. Vice Admiral Cebrowski's idea of network centric warfare shows persuasively how naval capabilities will benefit. But beyond benefit, pure and simple, are other potential impacts on the Navy, and these need to be looked at.
Relating to the Navy's Unique Identity
Navy identity was existentially shaped by an independence of naval units from shore control. This enforced autonomy defined a naval service that was distinct not only from the body of a military organization ashore but also from the entire social-administrative structure of national command. 28 The telegraph began a long erosion of this tradition. By the end of the 20th century, navies seem no different from any other military units in the field. They are naval now only in the sense that they operate ships at sea. As the conduct of all military operations migrates to the Infosphere, some may say that ships themselves have become even more subsidiary to central military action. They will admit that ships remain essential as mobile weapons' platforms, but a new Defense world dominated by Infosphere operators may think of these platforms as shooters only, a la the latearsenal ship. And it will be hard to argue with the new "info-warrior" class, for the Infosphere will have an ever-increasing capacity to achieve a local battle picture without relying primarily upon a ship's onboard sensors and to make tactical decisions without depending primarily upon a ship's own input. Call this the flip side to the bonus network centric warfare brings the Navy, but it must also be confronted.
Relating to the Viability of the Ship Itself
The Navy will undoubtedly come under political attack because navies and their ships always seem to come under political attack in times of great technological change. But this time, unlike earlier anti-Navy campaigns that focused on the "obsolescence" or "vulnerability" of the Capital Ship, this political fusillade will take aim at the ship itself. This in turn may foster a broader, if softer, perception that the ship (and thus the Navy!) is a less valued element in the national arsenal.
This will be a perception that must be strongly countered because it will seem on the surface to make sense; because, in fact, the world of the Infosphere will be a world exposed. Sensor nets will proliferate: almost all physical terrain (as well as cyber-terrain) will be visible and able to be tracked down, by almost anyone. What we regard as "world-class C4ISR" today will be accessible by individuals, not just states, and certainly, not just great powers.
Today's classic combatants, tracing their lineage back to the beginning of this century, may have to change dramatically to stay viable in a physical world dominated by a cyber-world. Certainly they will need the most robust defenses. And they must be convincingly robust, not just to adversaries but to naysayers in the Defense world, the media, and Congress (but it must be remembered that this is not a new or especially insurmountable problem; navies have been dealing with it since the advent of iron and steam). 29 The ships, or at least some of them, may also have to become smaller, stealthier, or more deceitful: able to disguise themselves as supertankers or commercial carriers.
What we regard as "world-class C4ISR" today will be accessible by individuals, not just states, and certainly, not just great powers.
Relating to the Navy's Own Emphasis on Strike Warfare
By stressing strike warfare and operations in littoral areas, the Navy may be adding fuel to arguments that the Infosphere will diminish the Navy identity. Strike warfare and littoral operations seemed a perfect way to enhance Navy centrality in a post-Cold War world of Major Theater Wars (MTWs). However, since Desert Storm, the compelling possibility of another imminent MTW has declined. Strike warfare becomes limited strike operations, and littoral warfare becomes peacekeeping operations. The Infosphere's rise lends historical force to a canonical shift in the business of future war, as the Infosphere intrudes itself more and more into human conflict and as the activity of human conflict itself migrates to the Infosphere.
Look just at one dimension of the shift: targets. The "target" came to define industrial war, but look now at how target "sets" change! Infosphere targets may become the highest value targets in a world of highly select target sets. Naval delivery of ordnance on these targets may still, in this context, be the preferred delivery, but how does the Navy begin to redefine itself the best delivery platform, especially if that platform differs fundamentally from traditional Navy strike platforms?
What the Infosphere's emerging proponents may argue is the metamorphosis of a navy of independently capable ships to a navy of highly capable, but essentially weapons, platforms. We said earlier that the Navy has been existentially defined by the ship. If the Navy is to survive being "defined down"
30 by the Infosphere, it must adapt to the Infosphere in an existential way. This means that for the Navy to effectively respond to the Infosphere, it must do more than simply add on, plug in, or upgrade Infosphere features. Much more. The question of the Navy and the Infosphere is an existential question of renewing the society of the ship, and of a sea service. And although this may be a profound question, it is not necessarily an unbearably difficult question.
The answer lies in (1) demonstrating why local, on-scene integration of "battlespace awareness" remains important, and (2) showing how distributing Infosphere battle assets (through "Infosphere combatants"!) enhances overall strategic robustness.
the shooter, will always be a special problem, especially when the shooting starts. A warship has no problem bringing sensors to the battlespace, nor has it a problem connecting sensor to shooter. Warships are packages. But there's more than that involved. The Infospheredriven world will bring new challenges to situation awareness. Will we always be able to determine when information operations are being conducted against us? New tools to assess the information environment will be needed, as will new ways of conveying situation awareness to commanders.
Strategic Robustness
Talking about ship vulnerability is easy and familiar; we have been doing it for centuries. But talking about Infosphere vulnerabilities will be very hard, at least until the first big Infosphere-centric war sorts things out. Our confidence in the robustness of U.S. military assets in the Infosphere will be wholly untested. Yes, the Infosphere will be an intensely dense and redundant network ecology, but the Defense Infosphere's ability to sustain a real-time battlespace picture and necessary target data feeds will be unknown. We should not forget that critical Infosphere assets may reside in fixed, ground-based sites, at half a world's remove from American "shooters." The ship, in contrast, remains a mobile sensor-shooter package, able to defend itself and synthesize its own battle picture on scene. The ship retains the necessary on-board skills to both back up and validate locally the encompassing mosaic picture offered by the Infosphere and its global galaxy of offboard sensors. This will remain important because the larger Infosphere fire control environment may be vulnerable, both to sensor and network degradation, and to sensor and network deception.
But the ship offers more than tomorrow's battle backup. The ship, like warfare clay at its most plastic, can be molded anyway we want, The question of the Navy and the Infosphere is an existential question of renewing the society of the ship, and of a sea service.
Integrated Battlespace Awareness
We can imagine an Infosphere-driven world where there will be sensors everywhere, and where galaxies of tiny sensor nets can be cast over any theater. 31 Tomorrow's info-warriors will certainly go even further than this, insisting that the Infosphere can integrate all local sensors and effectively feed their data to local weapons systems. However, bringing sensors to the environment, and connecting sensors surely to not just in terms of HM&E, of course, but in combat system terms as well. The Navy can, if it wishes, mold tomorrow's Infosphere combatant: a warship that exists authoritatively in both terrestrial and cyber-battlespace. If the Infosphere environment is without geography, then anyone, anywhere can enter the Infosphere without regard to geography. This may suggest that military operations can conveniently be centralized, or it may suggest just the opposite. Why must operations be orchestrated, and command exercised, from top-heavy shore establishments? Why not now do these things from a node as efficient as a ship? The ship is, as always, the vessel of a Navy society reinventing itself, adapting as it has time and time again to change on land, so it can still stay at sea.
at once marginal, like the hacker threat, and exist only at our sufferance. If we choose to pay attention, and "throw some resources at the problem," it will go away. What we are saying is that, in the world of the Infosphere, it will not go away.
• The end of assured U.S. battlespace control.
If anything, the sense of absolute control is even great among strategic operators, who cannot even begin to imagine that our future information grids might be limited, damaged, or even brought down by enemy action. But that is exactly the historical prospect that the mature Infosphere holds out to us, and a long-term strategic challenge that the U.S. must face. That is exactly why "dumb ships" (platforms than function only in traditional "weapon space") are dangerous and why integrated and distributed Infosphere-sensors-weapons platformsreal warships, to us-will be needed in a competitive Infosphere future.
• Military operations in the Infosphere will be shaped by, and unfold within, the global city (MOCUT). Not only will U.S. military operations be challenged in the Infosphere, they will take place in a jostling, crowded, noisy, and compromised social environment that may be surprising, and even dismaying, in its intimacy. U.S. forces will operate and fight cheek-to-jowl with the world, not the CNN broadcast world of Gulf War cliche but a far more intrusive audience of millions. Much military effort will go to masking the movement of U.S. forces, safeguarding their deliberations and throwing the scent off their ultimate intent.
This is what we mean by fundamental changes, the kind of changes that force military societies to adapt existentially, because the very reality they exist in has changed and because, to be effective in this new human reality, the basis of military identity must change too. Existential adaptation means that military societies must think of themselves first and foremost as If the Infosphere environment is without geography, then anyone, anywhere can enter the Infosphere without regard to geography.
AND ON PROFESSIONAL INSTITUTIONS?
Research and development institutions in the national security arena, such as JHU/APL, will play a key role in assisting military societies' migration to the Infosphere. But the roles they play in encouraging Defense adaptation to a new world will be shaped first by the larger, and fundamental, shifts that the Infosphere will bring to military operations and Defense concepts in their broadest sense.
We have suggested that the maturing Infosphere could change our traditional notions of military operations and national Defense concepts dramatically. Specifically, these canonical changes might include:
• The end of a pristine military-information environment. American Defense information "warriors" live today in a mental universe of total, assured control. System threats are societies and not simply as organizational entities:
• They should see the interplay of technology and society as the larger process of cultural change.
• They should see social migration and reconfiguration, also, as a larger, adaptive cultural process. They, too, will need to adapt, potentially changing basic building blocks within their societies, from organization, to people's roles and relationships, to management.
• They should see that basic changes are possible in intra-and international relationships, including fundamental changes in both the American and world systems.
The technology potential and challenges of the Infosphere in no way obscures the issue of the fundamental change it brings to institutions, and how our own organizations, as little societies, will eventually deal with the big change that is sweeping over all society. In the Defense world (itself only a subset of our larger world), core change in military societies becomes a cultural cascade, spilling down to affect the life and roles of technical organizations with equal power, showing how the Infosphere brings corollary changes to technical societies.
Enterprises are already using the Internet to speed products to market by exploiting time zone differences that allow virtual round-the-clock development. For example, one company has software written in India, which can be reviewed in the U.S. while the Indian developers are sleeping at home. Work days can be stretched without resort to multiple shifts, still speeding product development. Other companies are using collaborative design and engineering on the Net to improve product quality, putting their best people on a project, and it doesn't matter where in the world they live.
This kind of big change in the commercial world means change in other worlds too. So the Infosphere will transform people's roles and relationships in Defense organizations. We have treated some of these changes and would like to suggest one additional issue here: the potential impact of the Infosphere on collaborative analysis, design, development, assessment, and operational support. Capabilities of the Infosphere will free teams from physical and organizational "place," allowing teams to work together free from these heretofore immutable limitations. While this allows the active involvement of world-class expertise in pursuing tasks, use of the best available tools (such as computer simulations), and access to the most complete and up-to-date data (regardless of where these resources may reside), it also creates entirely new social and management issues. Addressing them will be essential not just to effectiveness and efficiency but also to survival in the new world of the Infosphere. But given the staid character of many in the Government R&D community, and the inertia they can muster to fight change, many may find this transition difficult.
Capabilities of the Infosphere will free teams from physical and organizational "place."
CONCLUDING COMMENTS
The Infosphere promises to transform war, not by replacing battle as we know it but by folding military operations into a new condition. We use the word, "condition," because the yet unveiled new war is more than a new environment; it is a new experience, demanding totally new mindsets and behaviors. That this condition is not visible makes responding to its possibility difficult. That this condition will emerge from the larger society and its culture only adds to the difficulty. We face a revolution in war that may equal or surpass the big change in war brought by the Industrial Revolution, but everything about this change makes it hard for military societies to respond.
We can also say that when such a change comes, decisive response to it is essential. Adaptation is survival. So the big question for today's Defense world should be: How do we prepare ourselves for the change? How do we learn to adapt, so that when the change comes, we can change too?
Fortunately, the big change hasn't happened quite yet, so there is still time, though perhaps not a lot of time, to get ready. And fundamentally, adaptation is all about mental attitude. So in the time remaining before the transformation, military societies should concentrate their change efforts on changing their own attitudes about change, rather than trying to make changes. Thinking, not action, is what is needed now.
Why just thinking? Because open thinking is probably the hardest thing for the Defense world to do right now, before the change, because open thinking means being open to its consequences. Everyone knows big change doesn't simply end the status quo; it can end whole rice bowls, whole programs, whole agencies, whole military services. Remember horse cavalry?
So how do we tackle thinking itself? We suggest a mental exercise. Thinking about the composition of our military forces is something we all do. Perhaps we can approach the implications of big change by contrasting possible future military forces. For example, if big change was distant, a remote possibility in time of social and technology stagnation, how would we approach building our forces for the future? This is the easy part: threat analysis, external environment assessment, all reasonably
We face a revolution in war that may equal or surpass the big change in war brought by the Industrial Revolution.
What kinds of forces and capabilities might the U.S., or the whole U.S.-centric world, for that matter, need in a world that does its business primarily in the digital ecosystem? straightline-able, thanks to a stable technology context. Now think about a future military force for an entirely different world. Take our whole bundle of hypotheses and wrap them up in the Infosphere. What kinds of forces and capabilities might the U.S., or the whole U.S.-centric world, for that matter, need in a world that does its business primarily in the digital ecosystem? The straightline will not take you there, thank you; to the contrary, you must break the line entirely and start somewhere else on the chart. Or better still, make a new kind of chart.
Finally, the future military force path helps us think. We know we face big change, so we can't straightline. We don't know where the change will take us, or when, or how, so we can't actually plan an "Infosphere military force." But we can describe a third path: that of a military force for the time right before the change, the "cusp military force," if you will. It is here that crucial thinking must happen, because shaping a military force for the time right before a big change means building in adaptability. Thinking through actual force planning in a time of extreme change is, ultimately, not just an exercise in thinking about how to adapt.
It is adaptation. It is the first step along the path to change. It is not necessarily the change we would like, but it is the necessary change that lets the Navy continue. And by "continue" we mean this: that the Navy gets to keep what it values most-its identity, its very self-even as all the physical things around it swirl out of recognition. But the Navy ensures its future only if it confronts the Infosphere now. Because the crisis of the Infosphere is but a few short years away.
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Appendix A Infosphere Aspects -How and When?
Our discussion of the Infosphere and military operations needs a suggestion of how and when the Infosphere might actually emerge. What follows is our best sense of the next 10 years, watching the Infosphere evolve, tracking its development by using the six relevant benchmarks shown below, the thresholds that must be crossed for the Infosphere to really arrive. For each, we speculate on when (starting from mid-1999), the factors involved, the outcome of crossing the threshold, and the military Impacts. Factors: An awaited period begins in which the computer and telecommunication industries are fused and recast. This distinct historical process kick-starts a multi-dimensional, passionately competitive information market-blurred, chaotic, and with impacts much bigger than any possible in former markets. This is a highintensity period of industry restructuring, characterized by massive investments and many mergers.
Outcome: All this activity and investment means equally high levels of bandwidth expansion. Like 19th century railroad boom periods, frenetic competition means very rapid growth of the network. The peak energy period may be historically brief, but can result in high growth multiples in network and in throughput.
Military Impacts: Government spectrum offers the potential for an enormous expansion of military bandwidth. One path to expansion is through arrangements that piggyback off of civilian investment, trading and swapping for pieces of the new architecture. Also, fearing being left behind, explosive growth in civilian investment could spur competing Government investment.
Majority participation in the Infosphere
When: 3 years
Factors: (1) Personal computer penetration of consumer market: low-end PCs (200+ MHz Pentium) now crashed the $1000 consumer "sweet spot" over 6 months ago, and PCs in the sub-$600 and sub-$300 categories are driving penetration now. This period may be even briefer than suggested here. PC penetration into the home was forecast in 1998 as 53% by 2000; that level was reached in January 1999. The threshold for creating Infosphere connection as a social norm ideally is about 70%, a market level possible a year or so thereafter. 33 (2) ISP connection/fast modem costs should be roughly equal to cable TV and TV purchase, i.e., ~$30/ month and $300-$500. In January 1999, AOL announced a planned DSL service for $30/ month. Entering the Infosphere should be about as demanding and stressful socially as, say, using a VCR was in the mid-1980s. Then, people joked, but people used.
Outcome: Hitting these thresholds creates, in effect, a social realignment in society where Internet use is no longer for college kids and elite parents but something everyone does as a normal part of everyday life. The ~30% of those not using will have made the decision to stay behind or will be buying and using very soon. Infosphere use as a norm means that it translates into a social pressure that only adds to its momentum.
Military Impacts: Once the public passes the social threshold of majority use, the military will accelerate toward more emphasis on the larger, public network. This will be because (1) this will be where the information is, and the high-value economic activity, and the "bad guys," and (2) this will be where most service personnel are hanging out, both in their job and off duty.
Bandwidth watersheds
When: 3-5 years
Factors: An aggressively competing mix of xDSL (@~1.5 mbps), cable modems (@3-10 mbps), and wireless (@~1.0 mbps). The era of 56K and ISDN will be essentially gone. 34 Network access will be closing in on universal, a faster ramp-up-because of competition-than introduction of cable TV. 35 Forecasts peg xDSL subscribers at just under 3 million by 2003, with 6.2 million cable modem households. Ten million subscribers would be only a fraction of online households, the narrowness of the slice being driven in large part by people's currently expressed aversion to pay more for broadband. Current data show that only 10% of today's online households would be "very likely" to pay $40/month for high-speed access, while 25% say they would be "somewhat likely." That 10% ties in nicely with current projections on broadband market penetration. It must be stressed, however, that AOL's announced lowering of the bar (to $30/month), and historically decreasing bandwidth costs, could change the collective mind very quickly. Add to this the potential appeal of a high-speed connection once some people in every neighborhood have it. And it must be said, finally, that for digital subscriber lines, the old telecommunications giants have been very less than agile.
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Outcome: Supports full-motion, high-quality video (30 frames/second); permits smooth delivery and seamless integration of real-time virtual environment update packets to the user.
Military Impacts: Civilian expansion piggybacking plus USG backbone investments could mean mega-mip bandwidth for all military activities-a capacity that in itself will encourage evolution of the Grid into military Infosphere turf.
Processing watersheds
When: 5 years
Factors: (1) Multi-processing/1000 MHz as the CPU low end (based on long-established trend lines, now apparently continuing, unabated, with copper in the chip). (2) Modern, stable, multithreaded, multi-tasking operating systems; Linux, OSX, NT 5 replace OS crop with roots in the computing world of the late-1970s. 37 Then, a second iteration of these will be needed, this time emphasizing ubiquity of communication and interoperability in the Infosphere: everything talks to everything! (3) Desktop metaphor goes away, with its keyboardcentric, office origins; replaced by metaphor of place, through which user moves as walking, or in flight. (4) This transition actively encouraged by appearance of mature, ubiquitous 3D visualization tools, integrated within the OS and its application suites. The Internet becomes a place, with the PC box or HDTV as its gateway; the Internet thus shape shifts into an Infosphere, where the PC-space defines a personal reception area, ante-chamber, or lobby for the user, connecting the user's private space (office, lounge, etc.) with the outside (Infosphere) world. (5) Software engines that represent users as virtual humans, rather than crude avatars, will be widely available. Fullframe, streaming video will be the standard.
Outcome: People will be able to enter and move easily within the newly created place. Users will also be able to meet others easily in the Infosphere or receive them in their personal spaces. The use of virtual human representation, although available, may not gain immediate popularity. It will be far easier for people to accept the Infosphere as a place than it will be for them to accept digital emissaries, avatars, as socially adequate substitutes for their masters, real people. It is more likely that high-quality, big-window video will remain the norm for several years.
Military Impacts: The "placeness" of the Infosphere will affect military society in several ways.
(1) The Infosphere will cease to be a medium for select and specialized "infowarriors"; everyone can go there. (2) The way it is used by military groups, and the scope of operations conducted there, will grow as more and more of the public world's activities migrate there. (3) Because the network is available to all, it is possible to offer equivalent information sets at all command levels. Traditional hierarchies and ways of doing business will encourage leadership to control information and access, but, in fact, the opposite will occur. Operational effectiveness will require hierarchy downsizing, especially in military middle management. It will also require more infosharing across command levels.
Business application watersheds
When: 7 years
Factors: Infosphere growth is being driven by business utility. The rapid growth of enterprise intranets is a result of the immediate productivity gains they offer. But as high bandwidth becomes the norm in business, before it is available to the consumer, its ability to achieve instant, longdistance, distributed social connection will encourage enterprises to do more and more of their internal business in the intranet Infosphere.
The corporate intranet is also rapidly becoming a productive avenue for connecting to customers-through enterprise extranets. The 7-year benchmark is based on 70% of corporate business occurring on the intranet and 50% of external business on corporate extranets. Military Impacts: Civilian models for productive social exchange and interaction in the Infosphere will be adopted by military society. Military education will model itself on civilian university patterns in the Infosphere; research methods will follow those pioneered for general use in the Infosphere; military work patterns will tend to follow the most successful models in civilian enterprise. All of these changes in aggregate will mean potentially fundamental changes in military society itself.
Dominant social acceptance/use threshold
When: 10 years
Factors: When primary/secondary education becomes routine in the Infosphere (following its development in the university); when the typical office environment is now defined as an Infosphere office (local physical offices will increasingly occupy a declining social status, almost as part of a bygone era); when most commerce and shopping occur in the Infosphere (including groceries and other rapid-delivery, low item value consumer markets); when all research-oriented communication and data inquiry happens in the Infosphere.
Outcome:
The social-cultural flow can be likened to a great, historical migration. Traditional places do not go away but, rather, are integrated into a new environmental tapestry in which the Infosphere represents the premier place, the place of high value and high status.
Military Impacts: (1) Military society migrates also to the Infosphere, where most command, management, military education, and military intelligence now take place. Concentrated military office complexes are no longer needed, and personnel and logistics management is altered radically. Fewer physical bases are needed. (2) "Bad guys," along with everyone else, now can aspire to potentially world-class C4ISR, as it was understood in the late-1990s. U.S. C4ISR must now recreate itself at a much higher level of security. Security becomes the main effort. Active military operations to ensure effective and secure U.S. C4ISR will be ongoing, at potentially demanding levels. (3) U.S. military personnel are, like the rest of American society, integrated personally and professionally into the global Infosphere. They are now at risk of casual and directed attack, wherever they are, all the time. Defensive and offensive operations in defense of our military people will absorb an increasing share of investment and energy.
Leaders at The Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory (JHU/APL) began to wrestle with Infosphere implications in early 1997. They could see first-hand how Cooperative Engagement Capability (CEC), which JHU/APL helped pioneer, is changing naval operations. 39 Some from JHU/APL had also taken part in the Advanced Battlefield Information Systems (ABIS) Task Force, 40 which raised protoInfosphere questions. Their growing awareness led them to support an Infosphere Seminar Project early in 1997 to think most broadly about what the future might bring. This project's very design was to expand on issues already addressed by network centric warfare analyses and publications to bring out the full range of possible Infosphere implications for the Defense world.
The Infosphere Seminar Project began with a seminar for JHU/APL leadership in April 1997 that had three objectives: (1) identification of Infosphere technology implications; (2) identification of Infosphere technology opportunities; and (3) implications of Infosphere Operations and Infosphere Warfare. Two general scenarios offered an operational context for discussion: (1) a precision strike mission in a peace-keeping mission, and (2) power projection operations in a major regional conflict. Three Infosphere variants were considered. These were designated as (1) Maxed-out World Wide Web (WWW+), (2) Global Information Infrastructure (GII), and (3) Byte City. They defined a range of possibilities in which the impact on military operations and organizational structures could be explored. The April seminar was followed by a seminar for JHU/APL cyber-specialists in May. 15 
